
ACCESS BARS

Access Bars is a TRANSFORMATION tool that SUPPORTS us in the process of expanding our 
consciousness.

Is DEVELOPING THE  NATURAL ability to start CHOOSING for the first time in our lives

from the state of PRESENCE thus dissolving the limitations in several areas of our existence.

Do you remember the last moment of your life when you were totally relaxed and  fed?

When did you receive healing and goodness without judgment for your body and your being?

But more joy and fun?

But more money?

But more clarity about your life and about you?

How about ease and glory?

The first class / course in Access is The Bars. ACCESS BARS

Did you know that there are 32 energy points on our head, and when they are easily touched, 
they release from the structure energy effortlessly and easily everything that prevents us from 
receiving?

These points contain all the thoughts, ideas, beliefs, EMOTIONS and considerations that we 
have stored

throughout our lives.

This is an opportunity for YOU to give up everything, everything that is no longer beneficial to 
you and your body!

Each Bars session can free you from the limiting aspects of every aspect of your life, which

corresponds to the specific bar.

This is an incredibly nourishing and relaxing process, it cancels out conditioning in all aspects of 
life

that you are WILLING to change!

And what would it be like to receive more easily the contribution of the Universe and to create 
the life you want to have?

What is NEW introduced in the manual are 3 nourishing body process.



Thanks to Individual Bars Sessions thousands of people have changed many aspects of their 
bodies and lives starting with sleep, health and weight, money, sex and relationships of any kind, 
anxiety, stress!

How is the Bars course going?

- At the beginning of the class you will register, pay and you will receive a manual with Bars 
tools;

- During the day there will be clearings, questions will be answered, topics from the areas of life 
will be each debated;

- You will watch a movie with the founders of ACCESS CONSCIOUNESS;

- The body techniques and processes will be explained (you actually learn the technique, which 
you can use for the rest of your life)

- Two Bars sessions are received;

- Two Bars sessions are offered.

What do you get by participating in this class?

- The right to practice Access Bars in Romania or in any other country, in accordance with the 
legislation of each country;

- You receive an internationally valid diploma that allows you to be a Bars practitioner;

- You are registered on the website accessconsciousness.com;

- You receive the Bars manual with many interesting information;

- You can later choose to teach the Access Bars course, according to the conditions set by the 
founders, becoming facilitator.

Who Can Learn Bars?

Anyone, both for individuals and for therapists or psychologists, doctors, coaches, trainers, 
Personal Development. Children are welcome. There is no age limit.

The benefits of participation?

It is a safe and easy way that can support you throughout your life to free yourself from 
blockages and limiting beliefs that may influence you:

- Self-esteem



- Self-confidence

- Personal power

- Relationships

- Abundance and all aspects of money and prosperity

- Health

- Losses of any kind

- Oxidative stress

How can the Bars support you?

- Releases tension from the mind and body;

- Creates the state of peace and well-being that continues even after the end of the session;

- Much more relaxed and invigorated at the same time;

- Calms the mind and brings clarity and increased anticipation in the body;

- Improve interpersonal relationships by creating space and indulgence towards you and those in

around you;

- Reduces fears, phobias, anxiety, stress and post-traumatic stress;

- Increases and develops creativity;

- Releases the places where limitations have been created and opens new possibilities, different 
in all your life aspects;

- Allows you to have more energy available in the body and in the brain, changing significantly

the functioning of the brain and all systems your body.


